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In many indigenous societies, people are categorized into several cultural
groups, or clans, within which they believe they share ancestors. Clan attribu-
tions provide certain rules for marriage and descent. Such rules between clans
constitute kinship structures. Anthropologists have revealed several kinship
structures. Here, we propose an agent-based model of indigenous societies
to reveal the evolution of kinship structures. In the model, several societies
compete. Societies themselves comprise multiple families with parameters
for cultural traits and mate preferences. These values determine with whom
each family cooperates and competes, and they are transmitted to a new gen-
eration with mutation. The growth rate of each family is determined by the
number of cooperators and competitors. Through this multi-level evolution,
family traits and preferences diverge to form clusters that can be regarded
as clans. Subsequently, kinship structures emerge, including dual organization
and generalized or restricted exchange, as well as patrilineal, matrilineal and
double descent systems. These structures emerge depending on the necessity
of cooperation and the strength of mating competition. Their dependence is
also estimated analytically. Finally, statistical analysis using the Standard
Cross-Cultural Sample, a global ethnographic database, empirically
verified the theoretical results. Such collaboration between theoretical and
empirical approaches will unveil universal features in anthropology.
1. Introduction
Marriage and descent shape the basic units of society, that is, families. Kinship
relationships, including marriage, descent and cultural relatedness, stipulate the
alliance of families and organize social structures. It is considered as one of the
oldest, most frequent human social organizations [1,2]. In various indigenous
societies, people constitute a cultural association, or clan, in which they are
regarded as cultural (but not necessarily biological) kin [1,3,4]. Kinship relation-
ships are determined by clan attributions (i.e. the clan to which individuals
belong). Specifically, marriage within a clan is often prohibited by the symbolic
incest taboo [1,5–9]. The rule can further specify the clan from which one must
select a mate and that to which children must belong [1]. Additionally, kinship
relationships regulate other social relationships, such as cooperation or rivalry
[3]. The elucidation of kinship systems has been a core theme in cultural and
evolutionary anthropology [3,10]. Anthropologists have characterized kinship
systems by focusing on the affinal network of clans, namely, kinship structure
[1]; or by the categorization of relatives by ego, namely, kinship terminology
[7,11]. Here, we consider kinship structures.

Kinship structures are diverse yet patterned. They can be classified into sev-
eral types, according to the length of cycles composed by the marriage and
descent relationships of clans [1,12]. For example, if a rule exists for women
in clan X to marry men in clan Y, the marriage relationship is represented by
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X⇒Y. If everyone can potentially have mates, the relation-
ships of clans should be X⇒Y ⇒ · · ·⇒X. Here, the
marriage relationships of clans constitute a cycle, the length
of which is termed marriage cycle Cm (e.g. Cm = 3 if X⇒Y
⇒Z ⇒X). Similarly, if the children belong to clan B, and
their father to clan A, it represents the descent relationship
A → B. This relationship also constitutes the cycle, and its
length is termed the descent cycle Cd. Notably, a clan is not
always a residence group. Family members of different gen-
erations can have different clan attributions [13]. For
example, when children inherit their father’s surname but
live in their mother’s location, the children’s attribution,
determined by both surname and location, differs from
those of both their father and mother. (This can also be
regarded as children belonging to several associations
following each parent simultaneously [2].)

Kinship structures are characterized by marriage cycle Cm

and descent cycle Cd. The classes include clan endogamy—
without the symbolic incest taboo (Cm = Cd = 1, note that
clans may not be divided); dual organization—a direct
exchange of brides between two clans (Cm = 2 and Cd = 1);
generalized exchange—an indirect exchange of brides
among more than two clans (Cm ≥ 3 and Cd = 1); and
restricted exchange—a direct exchange of brides with the
flow of children to different clans (Cm = Cd = 2). Structures
with Cm≥ 3 and Cd≥ 2 are rarely observed.

In this paper, we discuss the evolution of three types of
descent systems. When children belong to the same clan as
their father (or mother), the descent system is classified as
patrilineal (or matrilineal) descent. In these cases, Cd = 1,
and the paternally (or maternally) inherited trait is significant
for characterizing clans. Conversely, when Cd > 1, children
inherit cultural traits from both parents independently and
have clan attributions different from either parent. When
both paternally and maternally inherited traits are significant
for characterizing clans, the system is termed double descent.
In the above cases, traits are assumed to be independently
inherited through paternal and maternal lines. (In some
societies, however, people can choose either their father’s or
mother’s traits to inherit in each generation (ambilineal des-
cent) or they concern genealogical distance only (bilateral
descent), which exceeds the scope of our model [2,14].)

Ethnographic reports provide examples of various des-
cent systems [1,15,16]. Global data indicate that patrilineal
descent is more common than matrilineal or double descent
[17]. Evolutionary anthropologists attribute this imbalance
to the higher investment efficiency of reproductive resources
for sons than for daughters [10,18,19]. However, this perspec-
tive ignores that people are categorized as clans by symbolic
traits inherited through some descent lines. Indeed, the iden-
tity of the categorical descent group is strongly emphasized
(more than genetic relatedness) in some cooperative actions
[20,21].

Moreover, cultural traits of family and kinship are slow to
change because they are inherited in families and regulated
by social norms [22]. Empirical studies confirm such slow
changes [23–25]. To consider the inheritance of family traits
from parents or their relatives with slight changes, it is appro-
priate to model their long-term evolution through the
accumulation of small variations, as represented by mutations.
Notably, families constitute society, whereas society provides
the environment for families. Consequently, we adopted a fra-
mework involving the multi-level evolution of families and
societies. Multi-level evolution is a framework generally
applied for discussing the evolution of group-level structures
in hierarchical systems [26–29]. In this study, we aimed to
reveal the emergence of various kinship structures and descent
systems from family interactions depending on environmental
conditions.

We thus modelled the family behaviour that is common
in traditional indigenous societies. In the model, evolution
is considered at two levels: that of the family, which is an
individual agent of the model; and that of society, which is
a group of families. We assigned each family a trait t and a
mate preference p. Social relationships of families—including
cooperation, competition and marriage—are determined by
their traits and preferences. Families grow through inter-
actions with other families, which subsequently lead to the
growth of societies. As a result of this multi-level evolution-
ary simulation, t, p values of families diverge and form
clusters within each society. These clusters are exogamous
groups of families, which can be regarded as clans. By tracing
the marriage and descent relationships of the emergent clans,
we demonstrate the evolution of kinship structures and des-
cent systems. Previously, we had constructed an intricate
model to illustrate the evolution of kinship structures [30].
Here, we introduce a simplified model suitable for studying
the evolution of both kinship structures and descent systems,
together with analytical estimates and empirical tests on a
cross-cultural database.

For data analysis, we used the global ethnographic data-
base of premodern societies, the Standard Cross-Cultural
Sample (SCCS) [17,31]. The SCCS contains 186 societies, con-
sidered culturally and linguistically independent of each
other (even if some correlation exists due to the shared ances-
try in the strict sense [25]). The data allowed us to
quantitatively analyse cultural adaptations to environments
[32,33]. Previous studies have investigated conditions that
generally favour cousin marriages [34] and polygamy [35].
However, it is difficult to further explain the diversity in
cousin marriage and kinship structures solely from corre-
lation analyses [36]. Thus, we demonstrate that the
collaboration between theoretical simulation and statistical
analysis can enable us to suggest the origins of, and
conditions for, each kinship structure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we introduce a simplified model. Then,
using evolutionary simulations, we demonstrate the emer-
gence of kinship structures and descent systems, and
uncover the conditions for their emergence. We also estimate
these conditions analytically. Next, by analysing the SCCS,
the theoretical results are verified. Finally, we discuss how
the present method, which combines theoretical models and
empirical data analysis, is relevant to exploring anthropologi-
cal phenomena.
2. Model
The model is described below in general terms (see §6 for
further details). Figure 1 shows a schematic of our model.
Families grow by interacting with other families in the
same society (figure 1a). Here, we ignore the explicit inter-
action between societies including migration, for simplicity.
However, the following results are robust for slight
migrations, as shown in electronic supplementary material,
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Figure 1. Schematic of the model. (a) Life cycle of the model. Societies
(green) consist of families (blue), whose population (black) grows. The
grey frame represents a single generation. Families grow through interactions
with other families in the same society. When the population of a society
exceeds a given threshold, the society splits. Subsequently, another society
is removed from the system at random to keep the number of societies
fixed. (b) Families cooperate with kin and mates (blue and orange solid
lines), and conflict with rivals (red dashed line) depending on their traits
t and mate preferences p. Families i and j are kin (blue) when |t i− t j| is
sufficiently small, mates (orange) when |t i− p j| or |p i− t j| is small, and
rivals (red) when |p i− p j| is small. (Note that some families can be
rivals and kin/mates simultaneously.) Only the relationships with the
upper-left family are shown. In the figure, we plotted the relationships in
a two-dimensional space for simplicity. In the model, however, t and p
are both two-dimensional. Thus, the relationships are considered in four-
dimensional space. (Online version in colour.)
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figure S1. At the time of marriage, family members indepen-
dently build new families of their own. The society splits in
half when the number of families therein doubles its initial
value Nf. At this time, another society is removed at
random; thus, the number of societies in the entire system
remains fixed at Ns. However, the number of families fluctu-
ates between 0 and 2Nf. This process introduces society-level
selection, such that societies that grow at a faster rate replace
others. This can be interpreted as an invasion, imitation or the
coarse-grained description of a growing system. This frame-
work, known as the multi-level selection, has been widely
adopted in biological and social evolution studies to explain
group-level structures [27–30,37–39]. Previously, we con-
sidered a model with three layers, including the
intermediate layer of ‘lineage’ between family and society.
Here, we simplify the model by eliminating lineages, to
explore the generality of the results and to enable suitable
analytical calculations [30].

Moreover, each family has a pair of cultural traits and
mate preferences that are culturally transmitted to the next
generation. The traits can represent any social features by
which people can measure their cultural similarity, for
instance, surnames, occupations or totems [40]. In the follow-
ing section, we demonstrate that initially uniform traits
gradually diverge to be discrete for distinguishing family
groups. Marriage occurs when men’s traits are close to
women’s preferences. In our model, this point is the sole
asymmetry between men and women. Note that anthropo-
logical studies state that brides’ families determine whether
grooms are suitable for marriage in many societies [1,40].

There are two pathways for cultural transmission:
paternal and maternal. Hence, we require the two-dimen-
sional trait t = (t1, t2) and preference p = ( p1, p2). Thus, when
a man in family i and a woman in family j are married,
their children will have the trait t ¼ ðti1, tj2Þ and preference
p ¼ ðpi1, pj2Þ. At the time of cultural transmission, we add
noise η = (η1, η2) to t and p, independently sampled from a
normal distribution with mean 0 and variance μ2. Similar to
genetic mutations in evolutionary biology, cultural traits are
slightly modified when they are transmitted [22]. Such cul-
tural traits are used to categorize social groups, even
without genetic relatedness [41]. Previously, we assumed
that t1 and p1 are inherited from the father, and t2 and p2
are inherited either from the father or the mother, depending
on the families’ strategies [30]. However, this assumption
limits the evolution of descent systems, as the matrilineal des-
cent system is set to be harder to evolve. Here, we revised this
to enable discussion on the evolution of various descent sys-
tems. (Notably, paternal and maternal traits are still assumed
to be inherited independently. Hence, those descent systems
in which both parents’ traits are multiply referenced exceed
the scope of our model.)

First, we introduced cooperative relationships with cul-
tural kin and mates (blue and orange solid lines in figure
1b). Families cooperate with those who have traits similar to
their own, and those who prefer (or are preferred by) them.
In the model, the degree of cooperation between family i
and j is given by exp(−min(|t i− t j|, |t i− p j|, |p i− t j|)2/

τ2), where jti � tjj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðti1 � tj1Þ2 þ ðti2 � tj2Þ2

q
represents Eucli-

dean distance and τ represents the tolerance for similar
traits and preferences. By averaging this degree for families
in the same society, we calculated the density of cooperative
families friendi for each family i. A smaller friend value
implies that the family gains less cooperation, resulting in a
decline in the growth rate, where dc represents the death
rate increment due to non-cooperation.

Next, we introduced competitive relationships with
mating rivals (red dashed line in figure 1b). Families compete
with those who have similar preferences. The degree between
families i and j is given by exp(−|p i− p j|2/τ2). We calculated
the density of competitive families rivali for each family i.
A larger rival value implies that the family has many rivals,
resulting in a decline in the growth rate, where dm represents
an increase in the death rate owing to competition. Here, the
strength of competition depends only on the number of
families with close preferences. It is independent of the
number of preferred families because competition occurs
even when there are sufficient grooms and brides [42].

Then, we calculated the population growth as determined
by the interactions of families. The number of men and women
in family iwho survive until marriageable age is given by Pois-
son distribution with mean bexp(− dc(1− friendi) − dm rivali),
where b determines the intrinsic growth rate. We adopted this
form because it is more suitable for analytical calculations. The
presented results are qualitatively independent of the specific
forms. For example, b− dc(1− friend)− dm rival or b/((1 + dc(1−
friend))(1 + dm rival)) (the latter was adopted in the previous
model [30]) essentially produces identical results if cooperation
enhances, and conflict suppresses, the population.

Finally, people get married according to their traits and
preferences. The probability of marriage of men in family i
and women in family j is proportional to exp(− |t i− p j|2/
τ2). After marriage, couples create their own families, bear
children who inherit traits and preferences, and then die.

The initial values of t, p are (0, 0) in this model. Thus, at
first, no rules concerning marriage or descent existed. Initially,
any couple could marry, even within a nuclear family. This



Table 1. Parameters used in the model. In the results described below,
the values of b, μ, τ, Nf and Ns are fixed to those shown in the table,
unless the value is described explicitly.

sign explanation value

b intrinsic growth rate 5.0

μ mutation rate for t, p 0.1

τ tolerance for similarity 1.0

Nf initial number of families in society 50

Ns number of societies in a system 50

dc decline in mortality with cooperation variable

dm increase in mortality with competition variable

t cultural traits of family evolve

p preferences for groom traits evolve
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assumption is set to demonstrate that society-level structures,
which determine the marriage rules of families, can evolve,
even when starting from an initially homogeneous state. How-
ever, the results after sufficient generations are independent of
the initial conditions. The notations and parameter values
adopted in the simulations are summarized in table 1.
3. Evolution of kinship structures
The model was simulated iteratively for various parameter
values listed in table 1. In a simulation of 500 steps, the (t,
p) values of families within a society diverged, and finally,
formed some clusters in (t, p) space, as shown in figure 2.
With the pressure to increase cooperators by increasing kin
and mates, isolated families without sufficient friend values
are removed, and as a result, families’ traits are clustered
and families prefer others’ traits. With the pressure to
decrease mating rivals, families’ preferences diverge. Accord-
ingly, under sufficient strengths of both pressures, that is,
sufficient dc and dm values, families form several discrete clus-
ters united by marital relationships in (t, p) space. Siblings
belonged to the same cluster at birth. Families within the
same cluster, including those who were genetically unrelated,
had similar traits and recognized each other as cultural kin.
They avoided marriage within their cluster and preferred
mates from other clusters, that is, ti æ pi to increase cooperators
by acquiring mates other than their cultural kin. Consequently,
the emergent clusters were culturally united groups with the
symbolic incest taboo, preferring exogamy. They can, therefore,
be interpreted as clans. Clans were attributed based on parental
traits. Here, the different clans are characterized by discretized
trait values. Discretization for t1, t2 or both values leads to the
evolution of various descent systems. In this model, clans’ des-
cent relationships, as well as their marriage relationships,
emerged. The relationships between clans were determined
by tracing the marriage and descent relationships of the cluster
centres. Here, we used the X-means method for clustering to
optimize the number of clusters by adopting the Bayesian infor-
mation criterion [43]. The emergent structures were classified
according to the cycles of marriage and descent relationships,
that is, Cm and Cd, respectively.

Various kinship structures and descent systems have
evolved. Figure 2 shows some examples. In figure 2a, only
one clan, namely A (yellow), exists and marriage occurs
within it, representing clan endogamy. Here, traits and pre-
ferences do not diverge. In figure 2b, two clans, namely
A (yellow) and B (green), prefer each other (A ⇔ B), repre-
senting dual organization. In this case, traits and
preferences diverge in (t2, p2) space only. One can interpret
this as a system in which maternally inherited traits t2 are
solely referred to for marriage and descent. Hence, a matrili-
neal descent system evolves. In figure 2c, three clans, namely
A (green), B (yellow) and C (orange), prefer other clans cycli-
cally (A ⇒ B ⇒C ⇒A), representing generalized exchange.
Here, traits and preferences diverge only in (t1, p1) space.
One can interpret this as a system in which paternally inher-
ited traits t1 are solely referred to for marriage and descent.
Hence, a patrilineal descent system evolves. In figure 2d,
four clans, namely, A1 (orange), A2 (pink), B1 (yellow), and
B2 (green) exhibit pairwise mating preferences (A1 ⇔ B2

and A2 ⇔ B1) and descent relationships (A1 ↔ A2 and B1 ↔
B2). Specifically, restricted exchange has evolved. Here, both
maternally and paternally inherited traits significantly
diverge. Hence, a double descent system evolves.

Indeed, various kinship structures and descent systems
evolve even under the same environmental parameter
values dc and dm. However, statistically, evolved kinship
structures and descent systems depend on parameter
values. We conducted an evolutionary simulation 100 times
for each condition and counted the frequencies with which
each structure evolved. Figure 3a shows the parameter depen-
dence of kinship structures as a phase diagram, by plotting
the structure that evolved the most frequently in each con-
dition. When dc far exceeded dm, clan endogamy (yellow)
evolved most frequently. As dm increased relative to dc, the
emergent structure changed to dual organization (green),
generalized exchange (orange) and then to restricted
exchange (pink). When both dc and dm are very large, all
societies are extinct (blue). When dc is small and dm is large,
societies can be composed of several endogamous clans as
shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S2. How-
ever, this rarely occurs within the current parameter regions.
Note that the diagram is qualitatively robust to the choice of
initial conditions.

These successive transitions were accompanied by an
increased number of clans within society and a decreased
probability of sustaining structures against population fluctu-
ations. To estimate the phase boundary, we analytically
calculated conditions for each structure to evolve. We explain
it below briefly (see the electronic supplementary material for
further details). We assume that the centres of the groom and
bride clans deviate with the order of the mutation rate μ due
to fluctuations. Because of this deviation, the degree of
cooperation of the mate is reduced by the factor exp(−αμ2)
from that of the kin (where a � Oð1Þ). For example, in clan
endogamy, every family is kin and rival simultaneously,
whereas in dual organization, a half is kin and rival, and
the other half is mate. Then, recalling the above reduction,
the conditions in which dual organization is more adaptive
than clan endogamy are given by

pC expð�dc � 0� dm � 1Þ ð3:1Þ

, pD exp �dc
1
2
� 1
2
expð�am2Þ

� �
� dm � 1

2

� �
, ð3:2Þ

, dm
dc

. 1� expð�am2Þ þ 2
dc

log
pC
pD

, ð3:3Þ
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Figure 2. Examples of the evolution of kinship structures. (t, p) values of families in society after 500 simulation steps. The figures show the temporal evolution of
(t, p) values (upper-left), a schematic of the emergent structure (upper-right) and the final state (bottom). The temporal evolution of the trait and preference values
of families in a society are represented in blue and red, respectively. The final states are shown as a t1− p1 map, a t2− p2 map and a t1− t2 map, from left to right.
(The scales of axes differ, depending on the variance of values.) The structures are categorized by calculating the marriage (Cm) and descent cycles (Cd) as the
lengths of the cycles of the flow of women and children, respectively. (a) Clan endogamy without the division of clans. Marriage occurs within clan A (yellow). dc =
5.0, dm = 0.1. (b) Dual organization with a matrilineal descent system. Clans A (yellow) and B (green) diverge concerning the maternally inherited trait t2 and prefer
each other. dc = 0.3, dm = 0.2. (c) Generalized exchange with a patrilineal descent system. Clans A (green), B (yellow) and C (orange) diverge concerning the
paternally inherited trait t1 and prefer others cyclically. dc = 0.5, dm = 1.0. (d) Restricted exchange with a double descent system. Clans A1 (orange), A2
( pink), B1 (yellow) and B2 (green) exhibit pairwise marriage and descent relationships. Here, clans diverge regarding both maternally and paternally inherited
traits. dc = 0.2, dm = 1.0. (Online version in colour.)
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where pC and pD denote the sustenance probability for clan
endogamy and dual organization, respectively (see electronic
supplementary material for their estimation). The transition
to generalized or restricted exchange is estimated similarly.
In short, the transitions occur if the pressure for segmentation
caused by large dm values exceeds that for clustering by dc
and the relative probability for sustaining structures. Then,
we derived the phase boundaries of dm/dc =C asymptotically
when dc was large and dm =C0 when dc was small, as shown
in figure 3.

Figure 4a shows the dependency of descent systems on
kinship structures. Double descent is the most frequent in
restricted exchange. Patrilineal descent is the most frequent
in dual organization and generalized exchange, whereas
matrilineal descent is more frequent in dual organization.

Electronic supplementary material, figure S3 shows the
dependence of phase diagrams of kinship structures on the
number of societies in the system Ns, the number of families
within a society Nf, and the mutation rate μ. As Ns increases,
the group-level selective pressure is strong and restricted
exchange evolves across broader parameter regions, whereas
the region of dual organization narrows. Larger Nf results in
smaller fluctuations in the population of clans and thus gen-
eralized and restricted exchanges evolve across broader
parameter regions. As μ increases, restricted or generalized
exchanges disappear due to larger fluctuations in traits and
preferences.
4. Empirical data analyses
We then tested our results on the phase diagrams of kinship
structure and descent system using the SCCS database
[17,31]. We classified the kinship structures of each society
by identifying the composition of clans, and marriage and
descent rules between them. See electronic supplementary
material, table S2 for further details. Of the 186 societies in
SCCS, we identified 87 as clan endogamy, 14 as dual organ-
ization, 33 as generalized exchange and 12 as restricted
exchange. Forty societies were excluded from the analyses
because their marriage rules prohibit within-clan (or family)
marriage only and do not specify any preferable mates.
(Note that, in this paper, we focus on the system in which
families choose a mate from a specific clan.) Electronic
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Figure 3. Phase diagrams on kinship structures. The figures show the classes of kinship structures that evolve the most frequently for each environmental parameter
dc and dm, both theoretically and empirically. Clan endogamy is plotted in yellow, dual organization in green, generalized exchange in orange and restricted
exchange in pink. Conditions leading to the extinction of all societies are plotted in blue. The dashed lines represent the rough phase boundaries of the structures.
Boundaries approach dm/dc = C asymptotically when dc is large and dm = C 0 when dc is small, according to the analytical calculations in the electronic supplemen-
tary material. (a) Theoretical phase diagram of kinship structures. We calculated the frequencies of each kinship structure using 100 trials for each dc and dm value.
The figure illustrates the structure that evolved most frequently under each condition. Here, the number of societies in the system, Ns = Nf = 50, and μ = 0.1. (b)
Empirical phase diagram of kinship structures, except for clan endogamy. By analysing the SCCS, we estimated the parameters for each society and plotted the
dependencies of kinship structures on them. The estimated edc and edm are relative values, compared to dc and dm. (See electronic supplementary material, figure S6
for the empirical phase diagram of kinship structures, including clan endogamy.) (Online version in colour.)
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(b) Empirical phase diagram. By analysing the SCCS, we identified the descent systems and kinship structures of each society. We counted the frequencies of
each descent system for each kinship structure. (Online version in colour.)
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supplementary material, figures S4 and S5 show the geo-
graphic distributions of kinship structures and descent
systems, respectively. Each structure is distributed globally,
without a clear spatial pattern, suggesting that kinship struc-
tures in each region were achieved by cultural adaptation,
rather than cultural transmission; this must be further
investigated by phylogenetic comparative analysis.

Next, we conducted Spearman’s rank correlation analyses
and calculated the correlation between SCCS variables and
kinship structures. The database contains various variables
of socio-ecological factors. Although there are no variables
in SCCS that exactly correspond to dc and dm, dc can be related
to the extent of social unity and external warfare, and dm to
the attitude towards adultery and the extent of internal war-
fare. Notably, marriage conflict over mates arises at the family
or kin group level, whereas inter-society conflict requires
cooperation across different kin groups. Thus, violence
within a society is related to dm, and that involving other
societies to dc. We calculated the correlation for each
variable and listed the variables in descending order in the
absolute value of the correlation. We then found that
the variables related to dc and dm were located at the top of
the list (rather than the middle or bottom). The variables
that were highly correlated with kinship structures are
listed in electronic supplementary material, table S3.
Among them, we show the variables that can be related to
dc and dm in table 2.

We estimated dc using the variables pertaining to social
unity (tributary payments or taxation and cross-cutting ties)
and society-level conflict that requires immense cooperation
within society (violence against other ethnic groups, external war-
fare and hostility towards other ethnic groups). We estimated dm
using the variables pertaining to attitudes towards adultery
(disapproval of rape, disapproval of premarital sex and disapproval
of incest) and intra-society conflict (conflict within the society
and violence within the society).

Next, we normalized the values of each variable to set the
mean to 0 and variance to 1. We changed the sign if necessary
so that larger values corresponded to larger dc or dm. For
some societies, the data for some variables were lacking;



Table 2. Correlations between SCCS variables and kinship structures
(excerpt). For pairs of kinship structures, the Spearman’s rank correlation
between the SCCS variables and the structures was calculated. Then, the
absolute values of the correlation were averaged for each pair. We list the
variables that exhibited high correlations and were relevant to dc and dm,
along with the average value of the correlation (corr.) and the corresponding
parameters in the model. See electronic supplementary material, table S3 for
further information.

variable corr. model

tributary payments or taxation 0.58 dc
violence against other ethnic groups 0.57 dc
external warfare 0.54 dc
hostility towards other ethnic groups 0.48 dc
cross-cutting ties 0.45 dc
conflict within the society 0.59 dm
violence within the Society 0.55 dm
disapproval of rape 0.53 dm
disapproval of premarital sex 0.51 dm
disapproval of incest 0.41 dm
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however, we averaged the available values to estimate edc andfdm (hereafter, values with tilde represent those estimated by
empirical data analyses). We added a constant to set the mini-
mum values of edc and fdm to 0, because dc and dm were
positive values in our model. Although the absolute magni-
tudes were not comparable, edc and fdm would be positively
correlated with dc and dm, respectively. The empirical depen-
dence of the kinship structures on edc and fdm is shown in
figure 3b. The results were qualitatively consistent with the
theoretical phase diagrams for dc and dm. As fdm=edc increased,
kinship structures changed from dual organization to general-
ized exchange, and then to restricted exchange. The
consistency between data and model results was worse for
clan endogamy, as observed in electronic supplementary
material, figure S6. This may be because real societies with
such structures can have social systems other than kinship,
regulating social unity and suppressing marital competition.

The frequency of each descent system in each kinship
structure was also calculated and shown in figure 4b. Patrili-
neal descent is the most frequent in generalized exchange.
The frequency of matrilineal descent was larger in dual
organization compared to that in generalized exchange.
These are comparable with the model results, although the
correspondence was much weaker than that of the kinship
structures.
5. Discussion
By considering cooperation among kin and mates, as well as
competition among rivals, we theoretically demonstrated that
families formed some clusters in traits and preferences.
Families within a cluster are recognized as cultural kin, and
marriage occurs only among families from different clusters.
Hence, the clusters of families that emerged in our model can
be interpreted as clans. Initially, uniform traits are discretized
into several clusters, i.e. clans. Furthermore, by tracing mar-
riage and descent relationships between clans, the evolution
of various kinship structures was observed. The traits and
preferences were differentiated involving either paternally
or maternally inherited ones only, or both. This demonstrates
the evolution of patrilineal, matrilineal and double descent
systems, respectively. Additionally, we revealed that the par-
ameters related to dc and dm in our model can be considered
as significant explanatory variables for different kinship
structures, by analysing the ethnographic data of 146
societies. By estimating dc and dm from the data, we demon-
strated consistency between the theoretical and empirical
results of the parameter dependencies of the kinship
structures and descent systems.

In cultural anthropology, ‘descent theory’ and ‘alliance
theory’ have been proposed to explain kinship structures.
They emphasize cooperation fostered by shared descent and
marriage, respectively [1,44]. Here, we added the effect of
marital competition. By introducing the evolutionary
pressure to increase cooperation among kin and mates, and
to decrease competition among rivals, we illustrated that
diverse kinship structures evolve depending on the pressures.
Generally, it is difficult to compare the historical conse-
quences of the formation of kinship structures since
chronological records are rarely available. Nevertheless,
we can explain how each structure was sustained for a
specific condition. Indeed, Lévi–Strauss demonstrated several
examples of the sustenance of kinship structures. Cultural
groups become divergent owing to population growth and
internal conflict. Simultaneously, however, they are united
by marital relationships. Even if some of the population is
damaged, the structures eventually recover within several
generations [1]. Furthermore, we can compare our theoretical
results with empirical data, and their consistency supports
the plausibility of our scenario.

According to the simulations, kinship structures evolve
depending on the two pressures parametrized by dc and dm.
That is, the importance of cooperating among kin and
mates and that of avoiding marital competition, determined
by environmental conditions. For example, dc is related to
the frequency and importance of public works or massive
violence in societies, whereas dm is related to the scarcity of
mates. When the pressure for cooperation is much larger
than the avoidance of competition, societies comprise one
or several clans and most families are united as kin or
mates. By contrast, as the importance of avoiding competition
increases, dividing societies into more clans becomes more
adaptive. Hence, as dm/dc increases, the emergent structures
change from clan endogamy to dual organization, general-
ized exchange, and then to restricted exchange. In cultural
anthropology, dual organization is categorized as the sim-
plest form of restricted exchange, by focusing on Cm = 2 [1].
Our results, however, suggest that it is closer to generalized
exchange concerning environmental dependencies as
expected by focusing on Cd = 1.

Furthermore, diverse descent systems evolved in our
model. Under the moderate values of dm, either paternally
or maternally inherited traits and preferences solely diverge
because of the symmetry breaking. This leads to patrilineal
or matrilineal descent, respectively. In our simulation, patrili-
neal descent evolved more frequently than did matrilineal.
As mentioned above, the sole asymmetry of sex lies in the
process of choosing a mate; that is, women (or their families)
prefer certain men’s traits. Thus, the selection pressure to
favour those men with preferable traits leads to the
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divergence of paternally inherited traits. In real-world data
too, patrilineal descent is more frequent than matrilineal des-
cent. However, in our model, the frequency of patrilineal
descent was too large. In some societies, grooms’ families
choose brides. Furthermore, other aspects cannot be neg-
lected. For example, with paternal uncertainty, matrilineal
descent will likely evolve [19]. The necessity for cooperation
generally differs for men and women, depending on subsis-
tence patterns or frequency of warfare [2]. For further
discussion on the evolution of descent systems, these biases
should be considered. Nonetheless, our study shows the
emergence of significant traits that are frequently inherited
paternally.

In the empirical data analysis, we found the correlation
between kinship structures and the status of wives, as well
as dc and dm (see electronic supplementary material, table
S3). Specifically, gender inequality concerning the wives’
status increased in the following order: restricted exchange,
dual organization and generalized exchange (although this
cannot be directly related to the gender balance in general).
Thus, in this aspect, it may be reasonable to assume that
dual organization is more similar to restricted exchange
than to generalized exchange. As the empirical data and
our model exhibit, the descent system is more biased towards
patrilineal descent in generalized exchange and less so in
dual organization, whereas double descent is adopted in
restricted exchange. In societies with patrilineal descent sys-
tems, wives join husbands’ groups after marriage [2]. If
male dominance is more frequently observed therein, we
can explain the above trend. Generalized exchange exhibits
the largest inequality, whereas it is between restricted
exchange and dual organization regarding environmental
dependence. This suggests the benefit of analysing kinship
structures to elucidate other cultural aspects of society.

Apart from the parameters dc and dm, the mutation rate μ,
the number of competing societies Ns and the initial number
of families within a society Nf are also relevant in determin-
ing kinship structures (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S3 and table S3). Electronic supplementary
material, figure S3 as well as our analytical calculations
suggest that sophisticated structures, such as generalized
and restricted exchanges, are more fragile due to the larger
fluctuation under smaller Ns or Nf, or larger μ. Electronic sup-
plementary material, table S3 suggests that such sophisticated
structures are correlated with large Ns and small Nf. Hence,
the theoretical trend was empirically verified for Ns, but not
for Nf. In reality, if Nf is larger, clan endogamy is the most fre-
quent. This may be due to the development of social
organizations other than kinship, such as polities, which
would regulate the relationships of people in larger societies
[2]. The emergence of such organizations is also a cultural
evolutionary phenomenon; however, it is beyond the scope
of our model. Regarding μ, it will be determined by how
traits and preferences are inherited, and social norms regulate
precise inheritance [22]. Thus far, however, its estimation
from the data remains a task for the future.

Our model shares some similarities with the biological
model for sympatric speciation. The evolution of several
endogamous groups is shown as a result of evolved mating
preferences [45] or resource competition [46]. Conversely,
humans develop the ability to recognize kin, leading to orga-
nizing the affinal network of groups by exogamy [47,48]. Our
model includes cooperation among mates and thus, exhibits
the emergence of diverse kinship structures more than the
mere divergence of groups.

The present study has some limitations. In the model, we
only focused on societies in which marriage and descent
rules were strictly determined by customs. Additionally,
our model concerns the elementary structures of kinship,
where paternal and maternal traits are referred to indepen-
dently [1]. In real societies, as population size expands, the
unity of kin groups weakens and marriage rules are relaxed,
such that only marriage within the clan or nuclear family is
prohibited [49]. Such rules to exclude unpreferable mates
cannot evolve in our model. To cover the observed rules com-
prehensively, a new model needs to be developed to consider
positive and negative preferences for mates. The descent rules
also change, such that they can refer either to the father or the
mother in each generation by choice, or genealogical distance
only. This occurs in complex structures of kinship [17,31].

Moreover, we could only analyse the correlations between
ethnographic variables and kinship structures. We could not
assign the variables to dc and dm a priori. Therefore, our esti-
mation of edc and fdm may seem arbitrary. To measure these
variables directly, it is thus necessary to collaborate with
field studies. It is also desirable to conduct further analyses,
such as classification learning; however, it was unfeasible in
the current study owing to data insufficiency. Phylogenetic
comparative analysis is also necessary to control statistical
non-independence owing to shared ancestry [25]. Further-
more, because of the lack of chronological data, we could
not analyse the causal relationships between social structures
and cultural conditions related to dc, dm and other
parameters.

Social structures, such as kinship, are formed through
interactions among people over many generations. In this
paper, we theoretically demonstrate such formation of macro-
scopic social structures through microscopic family
behaviours. It is considered difficult to explain such complex
systems from basic conditions solely using simple correlation
analyses [36]. Combined with theoretical simulations of a
simple constructive model and empirical data analyses, we
have explained the dependence of various kinship structures
around the world upon the degrees of cooperation and avoid-
ance of competition. Theoretical studies, as shown here,
produce explanatory scenarios by referring to empirical
studies and propose relevant variables to be measured in
the field. Empirical studies in the field describe notable
anthropological phenomena and enable the measurement of
variables to test theories. Such collaboration of theoretical
and empirical studies will contribute to discussing the emer-
gence of complex social structures and unveiling universal
features in anthropology.
6. Methods
(a) Algorithm
To simulate population growth considering social interactions of
families, the degrees of cooperation and competition were calcu-
lated by comparing trait and preference values with a tolerance
parameter τ. Hence, families i and j cooperate if |t i− t j|/τ,
|t i− p j|/τ or |p i− t j|/τ is sufficiently small. These conditions
correspond to i and j being cultural kin, the women in j prefer-
ring men in i and the women in i preferring men in j,
respectively. Families i and j compete if they prefer similar
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families, that is, if |p i− p j|/τ is sufficiently small. Then, the
possibility of marriage and the degrees of cooperation and com-
petition were measured using a Gaussian function. For example,
the degree of cooperation between cultural kin is given by
exp(−|t i− t j|2/τ2).

We adopted the following algorithm for population changes
in families: For family i and time step n, the numbers of unmar-
ried men and unmarried women are denoted by Mi(n) and Fi(n),
respectively. The probability for family i to offer family i0 for
marriage is denoted by P(i0). The intrinsic growth rate is denoted
by b. We represented the set of families in society as F, the
families that accept men in the family i as grooms as i0, and the
children’s families of men in family i and women in family i’
as i*. The population change in family i is given by

di,j ¼ minðjti � tjj, jpi � tjj, jti � pjjÞ, ð6:1Þ

friendiðnÞ ¼
X
j[F

expð�d2i,j=t
2Þ

#F
, ð6:2Þ

rivaliðnÞ ¼
X
j[F

expð�jpiðnÞ � pjðnÞj2=t2Þ
#F

, ð6:3Þ

r ¼ b expð�dcð1� friendi ðnÞÞ � dm rivaliðnÞÞ, ð6:4Þ

MiðnÞ ¼ PoissonðrÞ, FiðnÞ ¼ PoissonðrÞ, ð6:5Þ

Pði0Þ ¼ expð�jtiðnÞ � pi
0 ðnÞj2=t2ÞP

j[F expð�jtiðnÞ � pjðnÞj2=t2Þ , ð6:6Þ

and

ti
� ðnþ 1Þ ¼ ðti1, ti

0
2Þ þ h, pi

� ðnþ 1Þ ¼ ðpi1, pi
0
2Þ þ h: ð6:7Þ

The population growth of each family depends on friend and
rival, as given by equations (6.2) and (6.3), respectively. The
number of unmarried children in each family follows a Poisson
distribution, as given by equations (6.4) and (6.5), respectively.
People are married according to the traits and preferences of
their families, as shown in equation (6.6). After marriage, couples
give birth to children and die. At this time, children inherit the
traits and preferences of parents by adding the noise component
η to them. This comprises two independent normal variates with
mean 0 and variance μ2, as shown in equation (6.7). Unmarried
people can join the mating in the next step. However, those
who cannot find mates within two steps die without having chil-
dren. Here, we assumed monogamy; however, the result was
qualitatively independent of such a marriage system.
Data accessibility. Source codes for the model can be found here: https://
github.com/KenjiItao/clan.git. The data are provided in electronic
supplementary material [50].
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